It is known that a real valued measure (1) on the cr-ring of Baire sets of a locally compact Hausdorff space, or (2) on the Borel sets of a complete separable metric space is regular. Recently Dinculeanu and Kluvánek used regularity of nonnegative Baire measures to prove that any Baire measure with values in a locally convex HausdorfT topological vector space (TVS) is regular. Subsequently a direct proof of the same result was offered by Dinculeanu and Lewis. Here we show just as directly that any measure defined as in (1) or (2) is regular, even when it takes values in a Hausdorff topological group. In particular, when the group is a Hausdorff TVS, our result improves the Dinculeanu-Kluvánek-Lewis theorem.
1. Introduction. Of the several proofs of regularity of Baire measures in the literature, the simplest seems to be the one offered in a recent paper of Dinculeanu and Lewis [2] . By bringing in the /?-quasi variation, however, these authors make heavy use of the fact that the measures they consider take values in a Hausdorff locally convex space. We will show that in fact their result holds even when the range space is only a Hausdorff topological group. With minimal additional work we will also show that a group valued Borel measure on a complete separable metric space is also regular.
We briefly recall some notations and basic definitions required in the subsequent discussion.
In what follows, G is always a Hausdorff topological group written multiplicatively, with identity element 1, and -Ar denotes the filter of all neighborhoods of 1. Let 2ft be a ring of sets. A function m : 2Í-+G is said to be a measure if m(\Jf=1 A¡) = limn_,a:) m(Ax) • • • m(An) exists in G whenever {/4,}iai is a sequence of pairwise disjoint sets in 2i such that U¿ai A¡ G SI. It is verified that (1) when m is a measure and {j4J<ai is as above, then Iim"_.oe m(A")=\; and (2) if m:S$-+G is finitely multiplicative then m is a measure iff lim^^ m(BA= 1 whenever Bt{ 0 ,B¿g Si. Further in passing we remark that the subgroup generated by the range of a group valued measure is abelian. Since we do not require this fact here, the verification of this fact is left to the reader. For a discussion of some problems concerning group valued measures, we refer to Sion [5] .
Let A" be a Hausdorff topological space, and let Si be a ring of subsets of X. A measure m : á?->-G is called regular at A G PA if for every U e Jf there is a compact set Kg Si and an open set G g Si such that K<=-A^G, and miS) e U whenever £c G\K, S g Si. The pair (K, G) is then said to work for iA, U). The measure m is called regular on Si if it is regular at each member of Si.
2. The lemmas. Before proceeding to the main theorem we state two useful results. The first one is due to Gould [4] for Banach space valued measures. The second one is a principle which seems to be known. We sketch a proof here for the sake of completeness. Recall that a ring is called a á-ring if it is closed for countable intersections. Lemma 2. If Si is a a-ring [à-ring] of sets generated by a class 3>, and if m:Si-*G is a measure which is regular at each member of S¿¡, then m is regular on Si.
Proof.
Let sé={sJ e Si:m is regular at A}. We show first that sé is a ring. Let Ax, A2e¿é, let Ue.sV, and let Vx, V2 g Jr be such that it is verified that (KXVK2, GXKJG2) works for iAxKJA2, U), and iKx\G2, GX\K2) works for iAx\A2, (J). Thus sé is a ring.
Next let 2i be a ô-ring. We show that sé is a <5-ring. Suppose AP\A, Ane sé, and t/ e ^1 '. Let V0eA~ be such that K0 If 2ft is a (7-ring, then a similar argument shows that A"\A, A" ese implies A e sé, so sé is a cr-ring, and again ,sé=2ft.
3. The theorem. We are now ready to prove our theorem.
Theorem.
Let X be a locally compact Hausdorff space [complete separable metric space], and let 2ft be the a-ring of Baire [Borel] sets in X. Then every G-valued measure on 2ft is regular.
Proof.
(1) Suppose X is a locally compact Hausdorff space, and let .0 be the collection of all compact Gó subsets of X. Let K e Q¡, It follows from [3, p. 296, Proposition 14] that there is a sequence {C7"}"âl of open Baire sets such that G "IK. Let U e .A'. By Lemma 1 there is a natural number N such that S<=GX\K, Se 2$, implies m(S) e U, i.e., (K, Gx) works for iK, U). Since 2ft is the o--ring generated by 3, it follows from Lemma 2 that m is regular.
(2) Now let iX. d) be a complete, separable metric space, let & be the set of all closed subsets of X, let A e Q, let U e A", and let V e Jf be such that V • Kc U. Since A is closed, it is a G;>, so as in (1) there is an open set G=>A such that if ScG\A and S e ¿ft then m(S) e V.
We now construct a suitable compact set. Let {a¿}r.x be a countable, dense subset of X. For each natural number ng:l, let BVn(ai) = {y^A:d(y,at)<\ln) and let Fk(n)=(jki=x BXjn(af). From the denseness of {a,},31 it follows that for each n, Fkin) \k A. Let Wae.yV be such that W0 ■ W0<= V, and define {Wl)i>xczJ''by induction so that Wi+X ■ Wi+X<= W.¿ for all î'ÏïO. Then Wx ■ • ■ Wn<=-W0 for all n^l. By Lemma 1 there is a kx such that, if SczA\Fkiil) and S e 2ft, then miS) e Wx. By induction there is a sequence {ki}iy;x such that if Sa fï£=1 Fk.ii)\C\Hl Fk.U) and S e 2ft thenw(S)e 
